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UN Must Stop Trump and Netanyahu From Attacking
Iran and Waging Nuclear War in the Middle East
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In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?,
Nuclear War

In  deliberate  contempt  of  the  United  Nations  and  the  international  community,  the
Netanyahu government in Israel has advanced plans to attack Iranian cities and nuclear
power centres by colluding with Trump to use American naval and air forces to deploy
submarine-launched cruise missiles (SLCM) operating from the Gulf of Oman, plus the use of
F35-delivered, devastating nuclear bombs to destroy the government of the sovereign state
of Iran and install a puppet administration under US-Israeli control.

They apparently intend to attack the key nuclear research sites of Teheran, Bushehr, Arak,
Bonab, Ramsar, Fordo, Natanz and Isfahan amongst others (Iran of course, has only a civil,
nuclear power program unlike Israel that has an estimated military arsenal of up to 400
nuclear  warheads),  in  a  criminal  attempt  to  effect  regime change  intended to  cripple  Iran
and its economy in order to install Israel as hegemon of the Middle East.

Such an attack would be in gross violation of the Charter of the United Nations and would
automatically  designate  the  Trump  administration  as  a  perpetrator  of  war  against  a
sovereign member state. Israel, of course, has already achieved pariah status having, in
recent  years,  under  the  Likud  government  of  Binyamin  Netanyahu,  perpetrated  the
assassination of various political opponents in Dubai, Teheran and the Middle East as well as
on board the Turkish registered humanitarian aid vessel, the Mavi Marmara, on the high
seas in international waters. Furthermore, the state of Israel is the only secret nuclear
weapon state in the world and it sits outside of the IAEA and the internationally agreed
treaties and conventions that keep world peace.

Tragically, in addition to support from Trump, the Netanyahu administration is also propped-
up by the Conservative government of Theresa May who naively issues export licences to
supply Israel with military equipment notwithstanding that the current Israeli Prime Minister
is under investigation regarding multiple allegations of serious corruption. This allegedly
corrupt politician desperately wants one last throw of the dice before he is removed from
office, by attacking his sworn enemy, Iran, with American troops and planes. That is his goal
regardless of the potentially massive loss of life that would invariably ensue.

The  pro-Israel  triumvirate  of  Trump,  Netanyahu  and  May  is  an  unfortunate  political
phenomena of our times – hopefully however, one with a truncated future as Europe and the
world reacts to the unbridled aggression of the current Jabotinsky-style, Zionist policies
reminiscent of 1947.
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Aggression  against  Iran,  or  any  other  UN  member  state,  without  specific  sanction  by  the
Security Council, is a patent violation of international law and a very real threat to global
peace and security.  The national electorates of both the United States and the United
Kingdom are fully cognizant of this fact and its inherent threat to their own survival in this
nuclear  age.  The  Israeli  government  of  Binyamin  Netanyahu,  of  course,  has  no  such
concerns.
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